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Abstract—Machine vision and soft computing techniques
have been promising in the field of agriculture and
horticulture to remove the barriers of conventional
methods for detecting the plant diseases using different
plant parts. Image segmentation technique is first and
primary step in all the related researches such as fruit
grading, leaf lesion region detection etc. In this paper, a
robust technique for Mango crop using different plant
parts such as Fruit, Flower and Leaf has been proposed in
order to detect the disease more accurately. The captured
real time images are pre-processed for illumination
normalization and color space conversion before
segmentation. The standard K-Means clustering scheme
has been made adaptive and edge detection transforms
have been applied to improve the segmentation results.
Here, the objective function of K-Means clustering
technique has been modified and cluster centers also have
been updated to segment the diseased parts from images.
The results obtained are better in the terms of both
general human observation and in computational time.
Index Terms—Image Segmentation, Clustering, Color
space, Wavelets, Illumination, and Edge Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
India is one of the fastest developing countries with
agriculture as the backbone of its economy. Indian
economy largely depends on crops grown here. Variety
range of crops like fruits, vegetables, grams etc are
grown by Indian farmers. The yield and quality of crops
can be improved with the use of modern technologies.
The management of recurrent fruit crops needs a close
attention particularly for the monitoring of diseases
affecting production drastically and consequently the
post-harvest time. As the progress of agricultural
technology being superior, the percentage of those which
were dependents on farming decreased. The motive of
agricultural research and development was primarily on
enhancing yields. Use of a lot of pesticides and nature
induced diseases affect the crops to reduce the production.
Hence, the challenge remains on researchers to diagnose
these diseases and to suggest preventive measures
accordingly. Early diagnosis of these diseases is the most
Copyright © 2017 MECS

precise way. There are number of techniques to detect
these diseases. The open eye inspection of experts is the
key method which is used in generally for recognition
and classification of plant diseases. But, this necessitates
incessant monitoring by experts. When there is a big field,
this technique becomes more costly and time consuming.
Also, the lack of communication between experts and
farmers, lack of awareness about these diseases among
farmers also maks this approach very much difficult to
implement in real world. As a result, an automatic
detection of plant diseases in agriculture science the need
of the hour.
Among different agriculture fruit crops mango is one
of the most preferred fruits all over the world with a big
marketplace value. India has been conventionally the
main producer of mango in the world. In India there are
two main excellent mango varieties which are exported
on a large scale. These varieties are Dashehari, which is
grown in Northern India and Alphanso which is grown in
Southern India. Still, we are holed up far behind in the
world export market because our mango crop yield is
overwhelmed with numerous problems; such as use of
pesticides, severe diseases and physiological disorders.
These limitations diminish our whole production and
poorly impede the fruit quality. Diagnosis of fruit
techniques have been utilized in a variety of areas such as
production companies where mango juice are prepared
along with the farmers for whom differentiation of these
mangoes during storage becomes a tedious job.
Computerized automatic detection of these diseases
presents a key challenge in order to diagnose the bacterial
disease and accordingly grading of fruits. These bacterial
growths in crops are going to diminish the yield which is
observable in different parts of plants like stem, leaves,
flowers and fruits. These diseases also result in the rapid
decline of cultivation growth in coming years for the
farms. Smart farming is a boost up for the farmers in
current scenarios with aids of decision making tool and
the available technologies to add on the knowledge,
technology and product in order to improve the yield and
maximizing the profit.
Mangoes are widely used to prepare juice, fruit bars,
ice cream, smoothies, sweet chili sauce, pies or ripened in
several forms. Mango can be mashed in small pieces to
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provide layers on ice creams to blend with milk to
prepare flavored milk or milkshakes etc. Mango is also
used in pickles and curries all over the India. According
to Ayurveda rippened sweet mangoes are considered to
be a great source for energy tonic for body while green
sour mangoes are the ultimate source of treatments in
situations such as dehydration, sunstroke etc. The use of
the powder of dried Mango seeds as tooth paste provides
strength to the gums and is the best curing method for
dental problems and is useful in Gall and Kidney Stones.
Burnt ashes prepared from Mango leaves are used in fire
burns, applied on the burnt parts to give quick relief to
burnt body parts. With hot sand roasting the ripe mango
is a cure for dry cough. Sips of mango juice are also used
to get relief from cough and bronchial congestion. All
these uses of of mango leads us to diagnose the diseases
and suggesting the control measures.
There are lots of diseases which occur in mango crop
but Powdery Mildew (Oidium Mangiferae) and
Anthracnose/
Blossom
Blight
(Colletotrichum
Gloeosporioides) are two main diseases which affect the
production of mango crop largely. The symptoms of
Powdery Mildew disease are white superficial powdery
growth of the fungus which is observed on the
inflorescence, trail of inflorescence, early fruits and
leaves. Due to this disease, affected flowers may fall
before growing into fruits or early grown fruits may fall
from the tree branches which may result in more than 70%
crop loss. The symptoms of Anthracnose disease are
irregular shaped brown or black stains appearing over the
leaf surface or early grown fruits. The fungus also may
grow quickly in damp situations. Initially these spots on
fruits are round shaped but later on they take irregular
shapes on the entire leaves or fruit which result in rotten
leaves or rotten fruits.
In this paper, a segmentation based detection approach
is proposed for recognition and classification of mango
diseases using the digital images which have been
captured using digital camera. This research effectively
works on the pathological problems of mango. After
detection and recognition of the disease the decisions can
be made for control measures. The detection of mango
disease using different parts of plants such as leaves,
fruits, flowers and stem has been carried out in the
current research. It is the prior step to further process to
know the percentage of the disease incidence, symptoms
of the disease attack. Therefore, machine based automatic
detection and diagnosis of pathogen plays a key role in
successful cultivation and marketing of mango crop.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
related work carried out by other researchers is presented
in section II. The proposed robust method is detailed with
system setup to acquire fruit images and process in
section III. In section IV experimental results are
discussed. The coclusions are drawn in section V.

II. RELATED WORK
A variety of digital image processing steps are
executed
such
as
acquisition,
preprocessing,
Copyright © 2017 MECS

segmentation, classification and recognition of images of
different parts of mango plant. After performing these
image processing steps one will be able to detect the
affected parts and classify the disease. There are a lot of
applications in image processing domain for the
development in agriculture science .A number of research
papers have been published in the related domain with
their respective pros and cons. The K-means and
unsupervised learning approach as proposed in [1] for
diagnosis of plant diseases by using real time images
captured by mobile phones with analysis of visual
phenotypes. For cautious sharing of the determined load
between the capturing device and main sever installed at
laboratory they have used a threshold based offloading
technique is used. This technique provides a trade-off
between communication cost and the consumption of
power for mobile. Here, the research focuses on research
on the leaves of plant. Improved k-means clustering
based segmentation methodology was implemented for
detecting the affected areas in leaves which was found to
be quite efficient for smart phones. This algorithm also
results in decline of the transmission cost as there is no
need of transmitting the complete leaf image.
An automatic plant identification technique from
photographs using shape, color and texture features are
presented [2] for change in shape of leaf according to age
of plant and leaf composition along with conventional
hurdles of object recognition such as variation in pose,
light and orientation. The designed system allows
utilizing a wide range of texture, shape and color features.
The result with 60% to 80% accuracy in different type of
plant species was observed. In [3] author describes and
implement an adaptive technique in order to identify and
classify the fruit diseases. Here first the images are
segmented and features are extracted in order to
distinguish the diseased part of fruits in order to complete
the classification which was quite helpful in horticulture
filed. The [4] proposed an adaptive approach for
identification and experimental validation of fruit
diseases. They use image processing techniques to detect
the disease in fruits. The segmentation was done using Kmeans clustering technique and then feature extraction
was done. Using these features the images were classified
accordingly using support vector machine. The accuracy
was found to be approximately 93% here.
Recognition and classification of plant leaf diseases
has been implemented in [5] using texture features. The
proposed work was an automated and software
implementation for detection and classification based on
diagnosis of plant leaves. In [6] author use image
processing methods to put up the mathematical modeling
based growth analysis for crops. Here, no segmentation
scheme for the leaves was proposed in critical cases like
improper edge locations etc which resulted to be failure
of the research. Also, a plenty of researches have
extracted a variety of features, such as, junction feature
parameters [7] or the number of statistical parameter
based features [8]. Conversely, these features use the
RGB image histogram and the outcome of the
distribution of pixel gray levels, which are still not found
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to be accurate for differentiating between stripe rust and
wheat powdery mildew disease. As a result, it is essential
to discover a better technique for extraction of features to
in order to discriminate unusual plant diseases, and
recognize these diseases accurately. The encouraging
results were obtained in terms of either crop pest or
disease recognition in [9-13].
The methodologies used for rice leaf disease
recognition analyzed in [14] on the basis of the color or
pixel characteristics of leaf lesion region. A speedy and
precise method was designed which was based on kmeans based segmentation. This design also usedsneural
network based classification technique for detecting and
classifying the leaf disease [15]. However, an automatic
classification system of leaf diseases was also designed
for stereo and high resolution multispectral images of
sugar beet leaves [16]. It can also use segmentation based
on optimal threshold value which used weighted Parzenwindow [17]. It is also quite good to use Otsu Based
segmentation scheme for plant disease grading on leaf
images which is easier to implement and precise too [1821].
In [22] the authosr have calculated Optimal
Wavelength Features using neural network and ROC
(Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves in order to
determine the Decay for Citrus Fruit. Here, receiver
operating curves are used in order to choose features in
multiclass classification issues where with the use of
hyper spectral images decay is detected in citrus fruits.
Here, the authors have used the multilayer Perceptron
classifier. This classifier is trained using a novel learning
algorithm which is known as extreme learning machine.
This implementation was tested on mandarin images with
five types of different labels of classes. The feature set
was found to be diminished and success rate of
classification was around 89%. The feature selection
technique designed to enlarge using ROC curve to
classify issues with multi class also. This takes place in
two phases, in first phase ranking of features is obtained
which have been ordered in respect the discriminated
relevance and in the second phase a choice is made for
desired number of features from the obtained feature
ranking. Here, Discriminated relevance of a feature is
determined as the difference between the area under the
ROC curve for designed classifier with all the features
determined and the area while no effect of features is
considered. This calculation also describes the
significance of feature values for classifier during the
discrimination process; along with the consideration that
if discriminated relevance of a feature is higher thet
feature will be the having superior discriminatory.
However, statistical methods are used to decrease the
dimensionality and select features which can be further
divided into wrapper and filter techniques [23]. Filter
techniques use an indirect measure of the quality of the
chosen feature such as calculating the correlation
between the dependent parameters class and input set of
feature during classification in order to achieve a quicker
convergence of the algorithm selected. In addition, the
selection method which is used by wrapper methods try
Copyright © 2017 MECS
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to get the best fit between input and the output which is
delivered by the use of learning machine taken into
account such as neural network. Here, success rate of
classification is taken as the parameter which is used to
evaluate the performance of classifiers used.
A different scheme for diagnosis of leaf diseases in
tomato plant is proposed using Wavelets and PCA [24].
The image database used here was collected using digital
camera with enhanced capabilities of data storage.
Different types of content-based image retrieval schemes
are implemented but they are mostly applicable to
general image databases. There re a few schemes which
have been also applied to plant image database. Plants are
the ones provide us almost everything such as food,
oxygen, water, medicine and industry. Hence, it becomes
our first and the most important task to diagnose the
unusual diseases of a leaves of plant available around us
in order to serve them. In addition to the methodologies
developed in CBIR(content Based Image Retrieval)
domain, the authors proposed a new framework for
automatic identification of diseased leaves using
Wavelets and PCA(principle component analysis). Where,
wavelet is taken as a wave-like oscillation whose
amplitude is initially zero and then it keeps on increasing
for some time and then decreasing back to the zero itself.
They can be combined further with the use of
convolution method which is also known as "shift,
multiply and sum" method, with parts of an unidentified
signal in order to extract information from that
unidentified signal. From the mathematics perspective,
wavelets can also be used to extract information from
visual data, video, audio signals and images. Wavelets
are also derived from Fourier techniques where a signal
can be represented as the sum of a probably infinite series
of sines and cosines which is also known as equivalent
Fourier series of that signal. The several types of wavelet
transforms which can be applied on an image are
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Continuous wavelet
transform (CWT), Stationary wavelet transform (SWT),
Lifting scheme & Generalized Lifting Scheme, Fast
wavelet transform (FWT), Wavelet packet decomposition
(WPD) etc. Here the authors have used discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) especially “Haar” type wavelets
transform.

III. PROPOSED WORK
Here worked on the segmentation of Mango plant parts
such as leaves, flowers and fruits to detect the two types
of diseases namely Powdery Mildew and Anthracnose.
Initially the captured color images of plant parts are used
to perform some image-preprocessing such as channel
separation, illumination normalization (if non uniform
illumination is exists). Then color space conversion is
performed to get the grayness value. On this grayness
image we perform Adaptive K-means segmentation to
segment the lesion region. To get sharp edges at the
boundaries of segmented image the authors apply
different edge detection transforms and then combine
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them in order to obtain the final segmented image. The
flow of the proposed work is shown in Fig.1.
A. Image Acquisition
The authors have captured 350 numbers of images for
each leaf, flower and fruit with normal and diseased
using Nikon 16megapixel digital camera during mango
spring that is from March to July from mango orchids
and Agricultural University at Dharwad district
(Karnataka) location. In leaves observed both Powdery
Mildew and Anthracnose disease. The flowers are
affected by Powdery Mildew disease and the fruits show
Anthracnose disease. Each captured image is having the
resolution of 4320x3240 pixels.
START

In the digital image processing world, there are so
many number of colors and combinations of which result
in a beautiful color image. However, all the colors are
basically derived from three basic colors i.e. Red (R),
Green (G) and Blue (B). Hence, an RGB or color image
has three channels: Red, Green, and Blue. These channels
generally pursue the color receptors for human eyes,
which are also utilized in computerized digital displays
and scanners. Here, a channel is extensive grayscale
image for the particular primary color. However, the
channel image is also having the same resolution as of
original color image. In each channel the pixels are
having any value out of 256 gray level (0 to 255)
resulting in 8-bit pixel. As a result a color image is
having pixel value of 24-bit (8-bit for each channel).
Here, from captured RGB images, the authors seperate all
the three channels in order to process further.
C. Wavelet based Illumination Normalization

Image Acquisition

R, G, B Channel Separation

Illumination
is Uniform??
NO

YES

Perform Wavelet
based Illumination
Normalization

RGB to YIQ Color
space conversion

Adaptive K-Means
Segmentation

During image acquisition, due to external
environmental interferences and imaging equipment there
may be chances of non-uniform illumination. In order to
avoid these disturbances to the consequent image, the
author use wavelet transform method to correct nonuniform illumination.
The
Wavelet
transform
decomposes an image into two parts namely approximate
coefficients and detail coefficients. Histogram
equalization on the approximation coefficients can be
applied for contrast enhancement and simultaneously
detail coefficients can be multiplied by a scalar (>1) in
order to obtain edge enhancement. Finally, a normalized
image can be reconstructed using these modified
coefficients by performing inverse wavelet transform. In
the double-band wavelet transform, any signal can be
represented using wavelet and scaling basis functions as
( )

∑

( )

∑ ∑

( )

(1)

Where,
is wavelet function at scale of j and
is
the scaling functions at scale j. Also,
are wavelet
coefficients and
are scaling coefficients.
D. RGB to YIQ Color space Conversion

Apply Edge Detecting
Transform

Recombine Segmented Image
with Edges

STOP

Fig.1. Flow of Proposed Work

B. RGB Channel Separation
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RGB to YIQ color space conversion is generally used
in the NTSC encoder scheme where the RGB image is
transformed into Grayness (Y) representing the
brightness or luminance, Hue (I) and Saturation (Q) both
representing the chrominance data. In the NTSC encoder
schemes, these chrominance signals are being modulated
by a subcarrier along with the Grayness signal. One of
the key features of this transformation is that grayscale
information obtained here is distinguished from color
data. Hence, the same signal can be further utilized for
both color and black and white formats. From this
transform a grayness image from original color image is
obtained. The pixels in RGB images are of 24-bit and are
in the range of 0 to255. After transformation an output
images with pixels in 8-bits is obtained. Here, Y pixels
are in the range of 0 to 255 while I & Q pixel are ranging
in -127 to 127. The transformed YIQ system is projected
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2017, 1, 43-51
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to acquire benefit of human visual color-response
characteristics. This YIQ transformation can also be
used to normalize the brightness levels of the original
image. RGB to YIQ transformation is as follows –
[ ]

[

][ ]

(2)

E. Adaptive K-Means Clustering
The Adaptive K-Means Clustering technique enhances
the segmentation output obtained through the original KMeans technique. The output of K-Means algorithm
greatly depends on the initialization i.e. the choice of
placement of k-centroids.

START

Input Image

random location of centers which result in degraded and
improper segments. Here, the method is modified in
order to evaluate the best number of clusters and their
means to obtain proper segments. Here, local minimum
and local maximum values are computed from image
during initial phase. In adaptive scheme an iterative
method is applied by minimization of given objective
function in order to produce the optimal value of initial
k- centroids. The flow of Adaptive K-Means clustering
scheme is shown in Fig.2. These are calculated using
following objective function–
∑

Perform Grouping on the basis
of Minimum Distance

Find New Centers &
Calculate Mean

Update the Centers &
Assign them

YES
If Center Has
Moved??

NO
STOP

Fig.2. Flow of Adaptive K-Means Clustering Scheme

As location of centroid is changed the output will be
changed. In the original K-Means algorithm random
number of clusters are taken and assigned with some
Copyright © 2017 MECS

∑

(

)

(3)

Where, is the obtained Euclidean distance between
local minimum pixel value
and local maximum
pixel value
, N represent the number of pixels in
image and c is the total number of cluster in image. The
objective function for K-Means Segmentation is given by
–
( )
∑ ∑ () ∑( ) ‖
‖
(4)
( )

Calculate K & Divide image into K
regions

Initialize the Centroid & Find the
Cluster Center
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∑
∑

()

‖

∑
( )

‖

( )

‖

‖

(5)
(6)
(7)

Where, and
are mean and number of pixels in
cluster. Here,
is calculated using eq. (6). During
convergence step of adaptive K-means clustering
algorithm computations have been decreased to make it
fast and reliable. The new centers are found using
following steps –
Step-1: Once the new centers are calculated using new
assigned elements, mean value for these new centers is
calculated.
Step-2: Next, the absolute distance value between the
current center and the next center is calculated
Step-3: If the absolute value is found to be greater than
the mean value calculated in Step-1, then new center
value is updated. otherwise the mean value of current
center and next center is assigned to new center value.
Step-4: The above three steps are repeated for all
centers.
F. Edge Detection
Edge detection or corner detection is also a special
type of segmentation technique in digital image
processing. This technique enables us to determine the
boundaries or shape of the objects. Discontinuity in pixel
values is the basic principle on which edge detection
works. Point detection or line detection are also sub-types
of edge detection only. Generally, derivatives are
calculated in order to detect the edges. First-order
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2017, 1, 43-51
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derivative (Gradient Technique) and Second-order
derivative (Laplacian Technique) are two most
commonly used methods. Since these methods are prone
to noise they are not preferred nowadays. Some different
type of methods such as Sobel, Prewitt, and Roberts are
most commonly used. The authors have also
implemented some more types of edge detection methods
along with these traditional methods which have been
tabulated in Table-1. The images obtained after
segmentation have been processed with these various
transforms. These edges are superimposed on the
segments in order to get the sharp edges or boundaries of
the lesion area in leaf. Magnitude of Gradient or Absolute
Gradient and Gradient Phase or Direction of Gradient for
these transforms can be calculated as –
(

)

√

( )

(

)

(9)

Where,
and
are values obtained from first and
second masks of transform respectively for each type of
transform. In case of more than two masks these
parameters can be calculated as –
(

)

(

)
(10)

( )

(

(

)
(11)

(8)
Table 1. Edge Detection Methods

Roberts Method:

Prewitt Method:

 1 0 0 1
 0 1  , 1 0 

 


 1 1 1  1 0 1
 0 0 0  ,  1 0 1

 

 1 1 1   1 0 1

Sobel Method:

Fri & Chen Method:

 1 2 1  1 0 1 
 0 0 0  ,  2 0 2 

 

 1 2 1   1 0 1 

 1  2

0
0
1
2


1

0 ,
1 

 1 0

 2 0
 1 0


1 

2
1 

Robinson Method:

1
2

1
 1
 2

 1

0 1
0 2 ,
0 1
0 1
0 2 ,
0 1 

0
1

 2
0
 1

 2

1 2
0 1 ,
1 0 
1 2
0 1  ,
1 0 

 1 2 1  2 1
 0 0 0  ,  1 0

 
 1 2 1   0 1
 1 2 1  2 1
 0 0 0  , 1 0

 
 1 2 1 0 1

0
1 
2 
0
1
2

Kirsch Method:

5 3 3  3 3 3  3 3 3  3 3 3
5 0 3 ,  5 0 3 ,  3 0 3 ,  3 0 5 

 
 
 

5 3 3  5 5 3  5 5 5   3 5 5 
5
 3 3 5  3 5
 3 0 5 ,  3 0
5  ,

 
 3 3 5  3 3 3

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed work has been carried out using
MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) software. The
proposed design has been experimented on real time
images which were captured using Nikon 16megapixel
digital camera during mango spring from mango orchids
and Agricultural University at Dharwad, Karnataka,
Copyright © 2017 MECS

5
5
5
 3 0 3 ,


 3 3 3

5 3
5
5
0 3

 3 3 3

location. Fig.3(a) shows the original captured image for
leaves affected by Anthracnose disease and Fig.3(b)
shows the segmented results for detection. Fig.4(a) shows
images captured for mango fruit affected by Anthracnose
and Fig.4(b) shows the segmented results. Similarly, The
Fig.5(a) shows the original captured image for mango
flowers affected by Powdery mildew disease and fig.5(b)
shows the results of segmentation. The segmented
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2017, 1, 43-51
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images shown here are obtained after performing the
steps suggested in flow as shown in Fig.1. The images
captured have a complex background and uneven
illumination, the most of the works carried using the
uniform background images since the the system presents
here is the more robust..

Fig.5b. Segmented Image for Flowers

V. CONCLUSION

Fig.3a. Original image for leaves

Fig.3b. Segmented Image for Leaves

In agriculture based economy of our country, it
becomes essential to protect the crops and plants from
diseases. To design a better identification system it is
necessary to analyze all possible plant parts such as leaf,
flower, stem and fruit etc. This paper puts efforts to
diagnose the lesion area in leaf, flower and fruit images
of Mango Trees. For detection Adaptive K-Means based
clustering scheme is used along with different types of
edge transforms. A wavelet based illumination
normalization technique has also been employed to avoid
the non-uniform illumination during processing image.
The experimental results obtained here are found to be
more robust and accurate than existing works. Further,
this work will be extended to recognize and classify the
Powdery Mildew and Anthracnose diseases with feature
extraction and to provide control measures to farmers to
take effective decisions and enhance the productivity of
crop.
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